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Our Conversions
Working in conjunction with blue and amber fleet 

operations across the UK, CM Specialist vehicles have 

developed a deep understanding og the emergency 

service sector and its complex and demanding 

conversion requirementWs. We apply superb 

craftmanship and conversion skills to a range of 

dtandard production vehicles to specialist fleet operators 

ensuring long service life and maximum protection

Our Expertise
Every conversions we carry out is done to the 

highest standard. We provide full design consulation 

to ensure every vehicle meets the exact specification 

of the customer. From gun boxes to racking, air 

conditioned dog transport solutions and ballistically 

protected glass, we provide exceptional police 

vehicles that gives the required protection to 

threat level, but maintains the vehicles handling 

characteristics due to minimal weight increase.

CM AES provides a specialist skill set in the 

build and installation of integrated electrical and 

comminication systems for specialist vehicles for 

the Police, Fire, Ambulance authorities, the Military, 

Security Organisation and Government Agencies

Our expert team of electrical engineers provide 

a full suite of fit out of services to cater for any 

sector including tracker enforcement, matric signs, 

ANPR, force radio, modile data terminals, reversing 

media systems, IDR and JDR systems and audio 

visual equipment, All fit-outs are executed to 

ensure maximum resale value of the fleet.

Our Emergency Vehicle Conversions
We are a trusted conversion partner of many major manufacturers such as Volkswagen, Skoda, Seat, Iveco, 

Mercedes, Peugeot and Vauxhall enabling us to provide a one stop shop facility for any fleet solution.
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Reliability
Our engineering team has the perfect 

mix of qualified engineers and coach 

building experts. The consistency of 

our design and application leads to 

reliable and robust installations.

Quality
All of our vehicles are built under the 

guidance of our quality assurance to 

meet the ISO 9001:2008 standards. 

We work closely with our dedicated 

Type Approval Engineer to provide 

certification when required.

Experience
Our vehicle conversion experience 

ensures that quality and reliability 

are built in from the start of every 

conversion we undertake. We pride 

ourselves on being able to deliver all 

conversions to the highest standard.

Get in touch


